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CHAPTER 2568
Mai gave a hum, and asked during a deep voice: “Then does one still remember what hint the opposite
party gave you now?

Kian webbb nodded blankly and said: “Remember, he asked me every hour.”

Mai hurriedly blurted out Said: “Don’t tell me you’ll pay close attention to the copper coin in my hand.
From now on, forget all the orders that everybody gave you. does one understand?

Kian webbb continued to nod: “I understand,

Mai wiped it. Khan asked with some uncertainty: “Then does one still remember any hints that the
opposite party gave you?”

Kian webbb said without thinking: “Remember, he made me

look very ugly, and he yelled: “You, you Quickly stopped

Kian webbb was stunned , and he awakened from the hypnotic state and immediately closed his
mouth.

Donald webbb checked out the clouds and mist, and asked nervously: “Master Mai, what’s going on?

Mai shook his head, and said with horror: “The man who gave your son hypnotic hints seems to be
much more capable than the hypnotic hints he gave me. i can not erase it in the least , and that i can’t
even shake the purpose

.

“What” Donald webbb

He was shocked and speechless. He couldn’t believe that a ninety-year-old master of principle
metaphysics would don’t have anything to try to to with Charlie’s tricks. What’s

more, he couldn’t believe that Mai would take the initiative to admit Charlie’s ability.

Lord Banks, who was much bigger than him , was even more shocked. He blurted out: “Uncle Mai, what
did you mean by just now? watching the entire country, there’s absolutely no possibility that any
master of metaphysics can compare to you,

Mai. I can’t hold on thereto a touch bit. Just now, he was envied and envied by the divine dragon within
the hexagram and therefore the hexagram. He didn’t expect that there’s another mysterious master
who is best than himself in professional skills. This makes him even more so. Feeling hit.

So he said angrily: “It can only be said that

Lord Banks was so shocked

that he had inferred that in Aurous Hill, there must be a really strong master against him.



NowMai also said that what made Kian webbb appear as if a ghost was an individual who was stronger
than him in principle metaphysics, and Kian webbb happened to be in Aurous Hill again, which
suggests that principle metaphysics The master is additionally in

both Aurous Hill . If it’s an equivalent person, wouldn’t it’s harder

for him, so he hurriedly asked Donald webbb: Mr. Webbb, who did your son offend when he was in
Aurous Hill?

“

Although Donald webbb knows, son it had been Charlie who had offended at the start , but now he’s
10,000 and dare not say.

After brooding about it, he can only explain during a vague way: “Mr. Banks, to inform you, my son
looks harmless. Actually, it’s not an honest thing.

“F*ck, I sent him to high school . He was good. After getting to school, the great ones don’t learn bad
ones, but they need to try to to something pua to female classmates, in order that several girls due to
him Suffered tons of harm.

” So I always suspected that he ended up like this because he offended a particular big person, or
made an enormous person displeased. “

Lord Banks hastily asked:” Could you hide the master’s at the University of Nanking, “

Donald webbb embarrassing, said:.” This I don’t know

Mai pacing back and forth in situ , mouth and whispered mantra: “I Aurous Hill Aurous Hill i actually
can’t find out , how can there be such a robust person in Aurous Hill’s three-square-meter area. is that
this place outstanding and talented? Or is there any quite talent,

Mai, the great-grandson Mike, who has never spoken, said at this time: “Grandpa, haven’t you been
hoping for an additional breakthrough? i feel this is often definitely an excellent opportunity
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